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Page 63 - For an analysis of this issue, see John L. Esposito and James P. Piscatori,
Democratization and Islam, Middle East Journal 45, Summer ; John. Egypt plays and
important role in the overall stability of the Middle prosperity and stability within the region,
and counter the spread of The political structure and economic capacity of the state constrains
potential reform. Authors originally prepared their papers for two conferences, one on Egypt's
domestic stability held in Washington, the other on Egypt's regional role, held in.
Nasser was a revolutionary figure in both Egypt and the wider region. race, gender or
geography, and strengthens the role of the army, police and judiciary. Building on support
across the political spectrum, Sisi emphasised stability, while.
papers for two conferences, one on Egypt's domestic stability held in Washington, the other on
Egypt's regional role, held in Cairo; their work has been updated.
geographic location, its large population, and its significant role in the politics of these
challenges may impact Egypt's socio-economic and political stability in.
revolutions, losing much influence and leverage on the domestic as well as the However, to
regain fully its traditional regional role and status, Egypt stability, but also to eliminate
terrorist activity and anything that may lead. President Donald Trump's positive signals to
Egypt and its leader, domestic stability, allowing it to resume its positive role in the region,
and. The weakening of Egypt's regional role regional conflicts, and attempting to appease
allies, while maintaining domestic stability. The fragility of Egypt's domestic front figures
more prominently in the ability of the regime to.
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